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Abstract
Collections of sayings of the desert fathers and mothers are extant in manuscripts in

many languages and are organized differently. They are ‘fixed-content miscellanies’

(FCM): they include material that belongs to the same genre, but is variable both

when it comes to appearance and order. Distance measurement methods are par-

ticularly suitable for large text traditions including variable content in the so-called

mixed-content miscellanies, such as recipes, anthological compilations of shorter

text passages, or catalogues, but can also be suitable for text genres like collections of

sayings, that are equally variable in appearance and order of sayings, even though

the genre is fixed; hence ‘fixed-content miscellanies’. In the article, collections of

sayings in seven languages were compared using four distance measures methods.

Each segment of the sayings was given a unique id to be comparable. The first

method used, the Jaccard distance measure, disregards the linear order of items
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and instead considers each collection compared only as a ‘bag of stories’. In two

other methods used (Birnbaum and Levenshtein methods), the order in which the

narratives of each saying appear is compared. All three methods yielded interesting

results, but the collections that were apparently closely related were clustered to-

gether so tightly that it was not possible to make more nuanced analyses. In order to

remove false negatives, particulars concerning lacunes in the material were taken

into account in the proposed modified Levenshtein method, the fixed-content

miscellanies (FCM)-Levenshtein method. By applying the FCM-Levenshtein

method, previously unknown relations between collections witnessed in different

languages could be detected.
.................................................................................................................................................................................

1 Introduction

Textual scholarship within Classical philology has

traditionally focused on texts which may be consid-

ered ‘literary’ or ‘canonized’, i.e. which are fixed and

stable, are written by a known author, can be directly

associated to one specific context, and which have

been reproduced in manuscripts with the ambition

to render the text exactly as it stands without addi-

tions, deletions, or transpositions of parts of the texts.

However, many ancient and medieval texts having a

long and complicated reception history do not fit this

mold. For instance, monastic works, such as those

treated in this study, were sometimes produced in

several versions, have been subject to multiple revi-

sions, and are preserved in a variety of redactions.

They could be extensively adapted, recombined, trans-

lated, or otherwise changed over time in order to best

fulfil an intended purpose or to fit new cultural, social,

or educational settings. Traditional goals of textual

scholarship do not apply to such works, since there

is no reason to assume a single archetype ever existed.

Since these monastic texts have been subject to fre-

quent and repeated translation, adaptation, compil-

ation, and general ‘remixing’, they are ideal for

studying the various factors and processes at play in

the evolution of texts over time. Especially valuable for

this purpose are the so-called mixed-content miscel-

lanies, defined as ‘manuscript books that consist of an

arbitrary set of texts (articles) selected and arranged

without the application of any particular organiza-

tional principle’ (Birnbaum, 2003). In this article, we

will focus on such manuscripts when considering the

development of methods for studying the evolution of

texts. The subject of this case study is collections of the

Apophthegmata Patrum (AP), which consist of short

sayings and anecdotes mostly attributed to the desert

fathers and mothers of the early Egyptian monastic

communities. These texts are, however, not specific-

ally mixed-content but rather fixed-content miscella-

nies (FCM): they belong to a genre that is more or less

fixed in its content but with variable appearance and

order of the sayings. (For a discussion on the differ-

ence between mixed-content and fixed-content mis-

cellanies, see Birnbaum (2003), referring to Miltenova

(1986a, b, 1987, 2001).)

Cultural evolution is increasingly studied via the

use of quantitative and computational methods, often

taking inspiration from tools originally developed for

the study of biological evolution. The sequential na-

ture of mixed-content miscellanies (or fixed-content

miscellanies) makes them especially amenable to this

approach, since biological evolution is also concerned

with sequential arrangements of values from a fixed

‘alphabet’ (e.g. DNA bases, amino acids). However,

despite this structural similarity between biological

and cultural datasets, the underlying evolutionary

processes can be expected to vary substantially.

Therefore, equally substantial adaptation of existing

tools must be expected to make them appropriate

for textual datasets and to maximize their utility there.

Here we contribute to this development by consider-

ing the adaptation of a fundamental class of quanti-

tative methods used in bioinformatics, namely

distance methods, to the study of fixed-content mis-

cellanies. The methods discussed in this article are

equally applicable to mixed-content miscellanies,

which combine, e.g. collections of recipes, catalogues,

anecdotes, or anthological compilations of shorter

text passages with texts from other genres.
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2 The Subject of the Study:
Apophthegmata Patrum

The monastic sayings normally consist of a statement

by a desert father or mother and/or a brief narrative,

sometimes introduced with a question from a monk.

Shorter and in some cases longer tales are also found

in the collections of sayings. The sayings are some-

times ‘wrapped up’ with a conclusive moral statement,

or with a contrast that focuses on what to avoid, as in

this example (the Pelagius and John collection, chap-

ter II.11):

Abba Nilus said: ‘The arrows of the enemy can-

not touch him who loves quiet. But he who

moves in a crowd will be often wounded.’

The origin of the sayings has been debated. Previously,

it was generally assumed that they originated as only

orally transmitted sayings around the first monastic

communities in Egypt, possibly already in the late 4th

and/or during the 5th century, that they early on were

associated with certain fathers, and then were written

down, probably in Palestine, to collect the memories

of the first fathers after the devastation of Scetis. This

view has been questioned by recent research that has

highlighted the didactic functions of these texts in ac-

cordance with ancient rhetorical education (Larsen,

2008, 2013; Rapp, 2010; Rubenson, 2013). In addition,

it has been shown (Rubenson, 1995, pp. 145–62;

Faraggiana di Sarzana, 1997) that some of the earliest

collections partially consist of sayings that were

extracted from earlier written sources and other liter-

ary works, such as narratives and lives of monastic

figures (Vita Arsenii, Epistulae Antonii, the works of

Cassian, etc.). Therefore, the collections were only

partially orally transmitted, if at all, in the first stages.

Scholars have distinguished two main types of organ-

izations; the sayings can be arranged alphabetically

according to the names of the desert fathers, or sys-

tematically according to a range of themes concerning

Christian virtues and vices. However, collections also

attest a variety of other types of organization, includ-

ing mixtures of the two types mentioned, as well as

collections without any kind of organization. Another

question, which has been the focus of scholarly debate,

is the origin of and relationship between the earliest

collections. It is generally assumed that a Greek

alphabetically organized collection was first created,

and from it a collection organized according to certain

themes was formed (Chitty, 1974; Faraggiana di

Sarzana, 1997). It has, however, also been suggested

that other unorganized collections must have pre-

ceded or been developed independently from the

known Greek ones (Faraggiana di Sarzana, 1997;

Dahlman, 2013).

Even though scholars in general agree that the say-

ings were first written down in Greek, the extant

manuscripts in Greek are not particularly old. There

are older manuscripts both in Syriac and in Latin. The

sayings were probably first written down during the

second half of the 5th century, and already from the

early 6th century we have around ten manuscripts

preserved in Syriac, and another five from before

1000 AD (Holmberg, 2013). In Latin, the earliest

manuscripts are dated to around 650 AD. On the

other hand, the oldest preserved Greek manuscripts

date from the 9th century (except for a few early frag-

ments). There are early text witnesses also in Coptic.

Apart from these languages, the collections were also

translated early on into Christian Palestinian Aramaic,

Sogdian, Armenian, Georgian, Arabic (and further, to

Ethiopic via Arabic), and, after 870 AD, into Old

Church Slavonic (Veder, 2012, p. 31). From the 12th

and 13th centuries onwards, collections of sayings

were translated into vernacular languages all over

Europe, including Old Norse. It is thus a vast textual

tradition represented in many manuscripts and lan-

guages. In the largest text traditions in Greek, Latin,

and Slavonic,2 there are many hundreds of manu-

scripts containing collections of AP, since after enter-

ing a new cultural milieu they became sources to new

compilations.

3 The Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study is to present and discuss

methods that can be used to analyze collections of

sayings in order to identify similarities and dissimilar-

ities both when it comes to which sayings they contain

and the order of the sayings in collections. By explor-

ing this, relationships between text traditions also

across the languages in this very rich and multifaceted

material could be revealed that have not been known

previously.

Improved distance measures
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The manuscripts can contain compilations of dif-

ferent types of collections; one manuscript can contain

several collections. The compilations of the collections

into manuscripts are mostly of a later date, and mark

the ambitions of scribes from the 9th century on-

wards: they assembled the type of material associated

with one particular genre in these compilatory manu-

scripts; this happened not only in the (former) Roman

Empire, but also all over the Christian world. Thus,

monastic compilations may contain collections of say-

ings embracing a large number of sayings deriving

from many different sources. In this study, the

sequences and contents of the individual collections,

rather than the manuscripts they are part of, will be in

focus. Even with the more common collections that

are systematically or alphabetically organized, there

are always some differences in the set of sayings in

the specific collection in one manuscript witness. As

a matter of fact, the sequence of sayings in a certain

collection, that is their occurrence and the order in

which they appear in one manuscript, is seldom totally

identical to the order in another manuscript.

This study confines itself to the following linguistic

traditions represented in the database Apophthegmata

Patrum Database (APDB)/Monastica: Arabic, Coptic,

Greek, Latin, Old Norse, Slavonic, and Syriac. In the

database, each small narrative, designated as a text

segment, has been given a unique ID, making com-

parisons possible. In this study, the collections within

the manuscripts are analyzed individually; thus, dif-

ferent parts of the same manuscript are treated separ-

ately. We include the datasets of the sets of sayings and

their order contained in the different parts, which in

this case are the relevant collections that the individual

manuscript contains. Only systematically organized

collections are analyzed in this study, along with a

few that have a ‘mixed’ type of organization, disre-

garding the collections that are clearly alphabetically

organized with one exception (more on this below).

Manuscripts containing systematic collections have

been selected, since this type is present in the majority

of these languages. Besides, for an extended compari-

son, the mixed types of collections found in Syriac,

Arabic, and Old Norse text witnesses are included. In

addition, a Greek manuscript, Vat_gr_2592, contain-

ing an old alphabetic-anonymous collection is used as

a point of reference (for a table of the collections used

in the study, see Appendix A). This collection is

known to be an early witness, that is, it is thought to

represent an early stage in the complex textual trans-

mission of collections (Faraggiana di Sarzana, 1997).

It contains two parts: the first one, ‘A’, is an alphabet-

ically organized collection, and the second one, ‘B’,

contains sayings that are ‘anonymous’, that is, nor-

mally not attributed to a certain monk.

4 Distance Measures

The range of quantitative and particularly statistical

tools that can ultimately be brought to bear on the

problem of inferring how different processes have

shaped the evolution of fixed-content miscellanies

such as the monastic sayings is vast. Developing and

refining these methods constitute a substantial and

long-running research program. Here we focus exclu-

sively on the problem of developing suitable distance

measures, as a kind of initial ‘beachhead’ from which

more sophisticated methods may be developed. All

the methods discussed in this article are implemented

in the accompanying seqsim python library (Tresoldi

et al., 2021).

Having a precisely defined notion of ‘distance’ be-

tween items in a dataset—in other words some meas-

ure of how much meaningful difference separates two

items—enables the use of a broad suite of quantitative

methods for both visualization and analysis, which

can collectively be termed distance methods. This

toolkit facilitates such things as: visualization, e.g.

multi-dimensional scaling (e.g. Cox and Cox, 2008)

can produce 2D and 3D plots displaying the ‘shape’ of

a dataset in an intuitively accessible way, while

NeighbourNets (Bryant and Moulton, 2004) can rep-

resent distance relationships between items in the

dataset in a way that preserves possible ‘conflicting’

signal; clustering, e.g. algorithms such as k-medoids

(Kaufman and Rousseeuw, 1987) or hierarchical

agglomerative clustering (e.g. Zhao and Karypis,

2005) can be used to sort the items in a dataset into

nonoverlapping groups in a way, which minimizes

the distance between items in the same group while

simultaneously maximizing the distance between

items in different groups (see Birnbaum, 2016 for

an application of hierarchical agglomerative clus-

tering to stemmatological data); and the construc-

tion of phylogenies, e.g. NeighborJoining (Saitou

E. Göransson et al.
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and Nei, 1987) can be used to build ‘family trees’

representing hypotheses on how items in a dataset

are related to one another through a process of des-

cent with modification from an unobserved com-

mon ancestor.

In a broader evolutionary analytic context, dis-

tance methods are often distinguished from the so-

called model-based methods, which incorporate ex-

plicit models of the historical processes of change

which act on evolving entities, rather than simply

considering the (dis)similarity of the final results of

those processes. Generally speaking, model-based

methods are better able to exploit all of the informa-

tion which may be in a dataset, while distance-based

methods tend to be considerably less computation-

ally demanding. This makes distance methods espe-

cially well suited to exploratory analysis early in a

project. More advanced model-based approaches

can then be used to address specific research ques-

tions, for example taking advantage of their ability to

reconstruct, or test, hypotheses about past states of

observed entities.

For a sample of witnesses of collections in selected

manuscripts, denoted M, a distance measure is a sys-

tematic means of assigning to any pair of manuscript

witnesses, which we would call m1 and m22M, a non-

negative number denoted d(m1, m2) (mathematically,

d is a function, d: M�M!Rþ), such that the value of

this number—the distance between the two wit-

nesses—captures some important notion of what

the two have in common, or what they do not. For

any given kind of dataset, many different distance

measures may be defined. Cross-examining such anal-

yses can prove to be fruitful. There is no ‘best’ or ‘one

true’ sense of distance between witnesses of a certain

text. Rather, different distance measures are best

suited to different research problems. This is analo-

gous to how the distance between cities, even if their

geographic locations are fixed, must be considered

differently depending upon whether we are trying to

estimate the travel time of either an aircraft that can fly

directly between two points, a train that is constrained

to follow fixed tracks along a relatively flat route, or a

piece of mail whose passage is also influenced by non-

physical traits like customs agreements between

countries.

While researchers have considerable freedom in

specifying a distance measure for a dataset, there are

certain ‘common sense’ properties that are generally

desirable for distance measures to satisfy. Some of

these properties may be a strict requirement for the

applicability of certain distance methods. For ex-

ample, the distance between any text witness and itself

should be usually equal to zero, d(m, m) ¼ 0. For

many distance methods, it will be required that the

distance measure used is symmetric, i.e. d(m1, m2) ¼
d(m2, m1), but symmetry is not a necessary property of

distance metrics in general. The difference between

symmetric and asymmetric distance measures can be

illustrated by considering two approaches to measur-

ing the distance between a town on the top of a moun-

tain and one at the bottom of the mountain. The

distance in kilometers is symmetric—it makes no dif-

ference whether one measures from the top to the

bottom or vice versa. But the effort required by a cyc-

list to move between the towns is asymmetric: rolling

downhill requires considerably less effort than climb-

ing uphill.

A very closely related concept to distance is simi-

larity, which is essentially the ‘opposite’ idea: a map-

ping from pairs of datapoints to numeric values such

that low values indicate substantial differences be-

tween the points, unlike low distance values. Often,

similarity measures can be transformed into equiva-

lent distance measures, and vice versa. This is possible

if a similarity measure s has some maximum possible

value smax, in which case it can be transformed into a

distance measure d via d(m1, m2) ¼ smax�s(m1, m2).

The most straightforward example of such a trans-

formation would be a similarity measure which sim-

ply counts the number of features for which two

datapoints have equal values. This can be transformed

into a distance measure which counts the number of

features for which two points differ.

Here we consider distance measures which are suit-

able for quantifying the differences and similarities

between collections consisting of an ordered sequence

of items (in this case, the smallest comparable ‘story’,

defined as the segments of the sayings with unique

IDs) drawn from a finite set of options, such as the

monastic sayings. Whereas traditional textual scholar-

ship normally considers primarily different readings

witnessed in a text tradition, in this type of text genre,

the actual sets of text segments, their appearance, and

order of appearance constitute the first and foremost

form of text variation on the ‘macro level’. We wish to

Improved distance measures
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study the structures of these sets of narratives—narra-

tives that are not in themselves, as texts, so varying as

are their appearance in the first place. Both their ap-

pearance and their order can be analyzed by using

different distance measurements.

5 Measuring Distance between
‘Bags of Stories’

A very simple distance measure which is applicable in

this context, and which can serve as a useful base case

for comparison, is the Jaccard distance. This measure

disregards the linear order of items and instead con-

siders each collection purely as a ‘bag of stories’—each

collection is a set of text segments, which either con-

tains or does not contain any given item, with no no-

tion of order or any other internal structure. The

Jaccard distance between two such manuscripts is

1 – I/U, where I is the number of items that are present

(at any position) in both manuscripts, and U is the

number of items that are present (again, at any pos-

ition) in either manuscript.3 When two manuscripts

contain precisely the same items, regardless of order,

I¼U and the distance is 0, while if the two manu-

scripts have no items in common then I¼ 0 and the

distance is 1.

Put in the context of the collections of sayings, this

method can be used to see what is not so clear to the

eye when viewing the long lists of sayings organized in

different ways in the different types of collections.

Many sayings are common for different ‘types’ of or-

ganization, e.g. alphabetically or thematically

arranged—exactly how common, and how they clus-

ter, can be easily recognized by using the Jaccard dis-

tance measuring: for example, hitherto unknown

relations between systematically, alphabetically organ-

ized collections of sayings, and also relations to col-

lections that seem to be arranged according to a

mixture of types, can be identified. Both distance in

textual variation and the distance measured in the

appearance of the sayings, that is, the ‘bag of stories’

that the individual collections of sayings contain,

could be a way of even more firmly establishing the

links between such parts in this huge text tradition,

also across language barriers, that include collections

organized in various ways.

Below, a comparison of different collections in

the various languages by using the Jaccard distance

is given as an example.4 The results visible in the

graph—which uses nonmetric multidimensional

scaling to arrange the witnesses in a 2D display

such that witnesses with a low Jaccard distance ap-

pear closer together than those with a high Jaccard

distance—are quite clear in that we see a main clus-

ter that contains most of the selected collections in

the manuscripts in the different languages. The

visualization also reveals that some of the collec-

tions, which previously have been tentatively

defined as ‘mixed’ collections, indeed represent

selections that seem to be a mixture that has a con-

centration of the ‘bags of stories’ present in the

other types of collections: they appear in the center

of the graph along with the other collections.5

Furthermore, concerning the alphabetically organ-

ized collection of sayings in Vat_gr_2592, that is,

Part A, we get a confirmation that the text segments

contained in this collection, even though they are

arranged alphabetically, are more or less the exact

same ones as those in the thematically organized

collections that are in the center of the cluster, since

this collection is to be found very near the most

central part of the main cluster. The second collec-

tion in this manuscript, Part B, however, is periph-

eral in this context, which means that this collection

do not contain the same set of text segments than do

most of the other collections. This is also the case

with some other collections. All in all, twelve of the

selected collections place themselves in the periph-

ery. Not only are they far from the main cluster; they

are also not particularly close to one another, with

one exception, StPeterb_BAN_Belokr_2_F and

Beog_NBS_Dec_93_B: the latter two obviously

contain more or less identical ‘bags’ of stories. The

four examples of collections in Arabic witnesses in

the Jaccard graph have been spread in an interesting

way indicating that there are more than small differ-

ences in between what text segments are included in

these collections. The witnesses Strasb_4225_A and

Mil_Ambr_L120sup_A seem to contain more or

less exactly the same texts as do the collections in

different languages that are contained in the main

cluster. The text witness Par_ar_276_B is clearly not

very similar to them.

E. Göransson et al.
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6 Measuring Distance between
Sequences of Narratives

While using the Jaccard distance to analyze the collec-

tions of sayings as unordered ‘bags of stories’ has pro-

vided some insight, it is also clear that the collections

are in fact sequentially organized and that discarding

information about the order in which stories appear

removes historical evidence of shared textual trans-

mission from the data. We therefore now turn our

attention to distance measures, which take sequential

structure into account.

Such a measure designed specifically for analyz-

ing relationships between manuscripts containing

‘mixed-content miscellanies’ was proposed by

David J. Birnbaum (2003). More precisely,

Birnbaum proposed a similarity measure, where

the similarity between two manuscripts is equal

to the sum of the lengths of all the common sub-

sequences between them, such that increasing the

number of common subsequences, or increasing

the length of any individual common subsequence,

both result in increased similarity. Since the max-

imum number of subsequences two sequences can

share is a maximum value for this similarity meas-

ure, it can be converted to a distance, which lies

between 0 and 1 by subtracting the similarity from

its maximum value and dividing the result by this

Fig. 1A MDS visualization of selected collections in manuscripts using Jaccard distance6

Improved distance measures
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maximum value. The division step is necessary be-

cause the maximum value of the similarity measure

is dependent on the length of the shortest manu-

script. Therefore, without normalizing the dis-

tance measures between different pairs of

manuscripts, they are not directly comparable.

This measure was designed in accordance with the

following assumptions, quoted from Birnbaum’s art-

icle regarding detecting common transmission in

mixed-content miscellanies (here ‘matches’ refers to

subsequences; Birnbaum, 2003, p. 24):

(1) Long matches are more highly-valued than sets

of short matches, e.g. a six-article correspond-

ence constitutes much stronger evidence of

shared transmission than two three-article cor-

respondences (see below for clarification).

(2) Matching articles must be adjacent and in the

same relative sequence in both manuscripts.

(3) Absolute position in the manuscripts is irrele-

vant for identifying or weighting relationships.

(4) The total number of articles in the manuscripts

is irrelevant for identifying or weighting

relationships.

To clarify the first requirement, suppose we

have three manuscripts. Manuscript 1 contains

text segments labeled A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, and

I, manuscript 2 contains sequences A, B, C, D, E, F,

X, Y, Z, and manuscript 3 contains segments A, B,

C, U, V, W, G, H, I. Manuscripts 1 and 2 share a

subsequence of length 6 (A, B, C, D, E, F, occurring

at the start of each). Manuscripts 1 and 3 share two

subsequences each of length 3 (A, B, C at the start

of each and G, H, I at the end). Birnbaum’s asser-

tion is that manuscripts 1 and 2 should be consid-

ered much more likely to be related to one another

than manuscripts 1 and 3, even though both pairs

have six segments in common (i.e. all pairs are

equidistant under the Jaccard distance). This as-

sumption is driven by a concern with chance re-

semblance. Short common subsequences can be

expected to appear simply by chance in sufficiently

long sequences assembled independently at ran-

dom, with the expected frequency of such subse-

quences decreasing rapidly with their length. In

order to avoid ‘false positives’, i.e. unrelated

manuscripts receiving a high similarity value due

to chance similarities, it does indeed make sense to

place greater emphasis on individual long common

subsequences.

However, multiple (relatively) short subsequences

do not necessarily indicate resemblance due entirely to

chance. Would-be long subsequences between manu-

scripts with shared transmission can ultimately result

in multiple shorter subsequences as a result of either

physical damage to the manuscript or accidental

omission during copying, either of which could re-

move a single folio page worth of stories (in this

case the smallest identifiable parts of the sayings,

that is, the text segments with unique IDs) somewhere

in a long common sequence. The loss of just a single

story in the middle of a long common subsequence

results in a potentially very large increase in Birnbaum

distance between two manuscripts, despite being a

comparatively minor and common event. Thus, we

see that the measure has a high risk of ‘false negatives’,

i.e. closely related manuscripts receiving a similarity

value, which is lower than less closely related manu-

scripts due to the exaggerated influence of minor, not

uncommon damage.

Multiple short common subsequences due to

chance and those due to the disruption of long sub-

sequences via historic processes are not indistinguish-

able. If what would have been a common subsequence

of length 10 becomes one of length 5 and one of length

4 due to the loss of a single story, the two shorter

subsequences will be immediately adjacent to one an-

other. In contrast, if two common subsequences of

lengths 5 and 4 occur due to random chance, they

are overwhelmingly more likely to be non-adjacent.

Thus, we see that Birnbaum’s third assumption, that

absolute position within a manuscript is not relevant

in weighing the relative importance of different sub-

sequences, is not consistent with the realities of the

relevant transmission process, at least for the present

subject of study.

As mentioned before, according to this method, a

six-article correspondence between two manuscripts

constitutes much stronger evidence of a shared trans-

mission than two three-article correspondences be-

tween the same text witnesses. That would mean

that the sequence of text segments which we could

name A, B, C, D, E, F, and G in two collections would

indicate a closer relation than the sequence of only five

of them, A, B, C, E, F, and G in one of the collections

and the full sequence of six in the other. This probably

E. Göransson et al.
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serves other text genres better; in the case of the say-

ings of the desert fathers and mothers, however, minor

differences in the sequences might just be a result of a

mistake, an omission in the copying process, resulting

in a missing saying in a ‘normal’ sequence. Therefore,

this type of difference is of minor importance.

When comparing the outcome of the same dataset

plotted with the Birnbaum algorithm, we can see that

the graph shows a less centered cluster compared with

the Jaccard measurement graph. Now, the actual

order of the sayings matter, which it did not when

using the Jaccard ‘bag of stories’ method. Even so,

some of the manuscripts containing collections that

were rather far away from the main cluster in the

Jaccard graph are still more peripheral. The four

selected Arabic manuscript collections, however, dis-

tribute differently: three out of four are contained in

the main cluster, which means that their sequence of

the specific sayings is similar to the ‘core’ of the col-

lections. The collection Mil_Ambr_L120sup_B that

was more peripheral in the previous graph, when

only the same contents mattered, apparently has a

structure that is quite similar to many of the other

collections in the main cluster, despite the fact that

it contains less shared sayings (which was seen in the

Jaccard graph). The Greek and Latin manuscripts ap-

pear a bit differently compared with the Jaccard graph,

however. Both collections (Parts A and B) of the Greek

Fig. 2A MDS visualization of selected collections in manuscripts using Birnbaum distance

Improved distance measures
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manuscript Vat_gr_2592 are now outside of the main

cluster, even though they are not very peripheral. This

makes sense since this manuscript contains collections

that do not have the same type of organization when it

comes to the order of the sayings, even though, as we

have seen in the Jaccard graph, the alphabetical col-

lection (Part A) in fact shares a great number of say-

ings with the core of the selected material for

comparison.

Within the textual traditions of several of the

selected collections in Greek and Latin, we know

that there are smaller but still notable differences.

Scholars have tentatively suggested that manuscripts

belong to different groups of families or to stages in

the textual transmission, primarily based on how

similar the contents of the collections are and on

how similar the sequences of sayings seem to be.

This has, however, not been done systematically.

Recently, further studies on textual variation per se

have started up, that is, studies on the text variants

in the sayings themselves. According to preliminary

results from these studies (see Dahlman et al., forth-

coming), some of the groups that have been suggested

previously by scholars can be confirmed, at least to

some extent, both concerning the Greek and the Latin

material. In the Birnbaum graph, the Greek and Latin

manuscripts are rather evenly distributed, even

though two Latin manuscripts, Mun_SB_Clm_18

093 and Par_lat_5387_A, are placed on the other

side of the center of the cluster, in which the Greek

and Latin manuscripts otherwise appear evenly dis-

tributed and rather close to one another. The distri-

bution of the Greek and Latin manuscripts does not

give any clarification of the relations between the

groups of manuscripts that have been identified.

Thus, it seems as if this type of model is not optimal

to use for this type of material, even though it certainly

paints a rough picture illustrating the main differences

between the sequences of sayings in the present

collections.

7 Levenshtein Distance and
Generalized Edit Distances

Levenshtein distance is a distance measure for sequen-

tial information which is widely used in bioinformatics

(where it is used to analyze DNA, RNA, and protein

sequence data) and computer science (where it is

used for example in spell-checking software to find

dictionary words close to unrecognized words). In

our context, given two sequences of stories, the

Levenshtein distance between them is the minimum

number of insertions, deletions, or substitutions of

individual stories required to transform one se-

quence into the other. The Levenshtein distance

measure is perhaps the best known representative

of a broader family of distance measures, called

edit distance measures. In general, these measures

define the distance between two ordered sequences

by counting the minimum number of required edit-

ing operations to transform one sequence into the

other. Different edit distances are defined by differ-

ent sets of available operations. For example, while

the ordinary Levenshtein distance permitted the in-

sertion, deletion, or substitution of individual items,

the more complicated Damerau–Levenshtein dis-

tance allows these same operations but also the add-

itional operation of transposing two adjacent items

(i.e. swapping their order). This distance measure is

especially applicable in spell-checking contexts,

where swapping the order of two letters is a common

mistake when typing rapidly. Under ordinary

Levenshtein distance, such an error would contribute

two edits to the distance, making it ‘as bad’ an error

as typing the wrong letter twice within a word. In

addition to allowing different editing operations, dif-

ferent edit distances can also assign weights to oper-

ations, such that individual instances of one kind of

operation make a lesser or greater contribution to

the distance than individual instances of another

operation.

The transposition operation included in the

Damerau–Levenshtein distance may seem at first

blush to be a valuable addition in a stemmatological

context, with swapping the order of two consecutive

stories seeming a plausible copying error for a scribe to

make. However, analysis of the AP data suggests that

this is in fact a very rare occurrence. Nevertheless, this

serves to illustrate an essential point: the generalized

edit distance framework permits scholars to define a

set of edit operations and corresponding weights that

are a good match to their study domain. By their very

nature, edit distance measures encourage explicit con-

sideration of the processes of change, which operate

E. Göransson et al.
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on study subjects; in the case of stemmatology, of

the cultural evolutionary processes which shape

manuscript traditions as they are translated and other-

wise adapted to new environments and new

applications.

Because Levenshtein distance relies upon explicit

processes of change that can be applied to sequences, it

avoids the shortcomings of Birnbaum’s distance

measure with regard to historical processes acting on

manuscripts. For example, physical damage to a

manuscript resulting in the loss of a small number

of sayings will not contribute much to the

Levenshtein distance between the damaged manu-

script and an undamaged original from which it was

copied—this corresponds to only a single edit oper-

ation. At the same time, multiple short common sub-

sequences distributed throughout the manuscripts

due to chance resemblance are not likely to unduly

reduce the distance between unrelated manuscripts, as

the large number of operations required to explain the

intervening non-common sequences will dominate

the overall distance.

When looking at Fig. 3A, presenting the dataset

according to the Levenshtein plot, similar to the

Jaccard plot, the dataset is more centered in one

main cluster, even though it is shaped differently.

The same collections that are peripheral in the other

graphs are still peripheral, and the ones that are rather

Fig. 3A MDS visualization of selected collections in manuscripts using Levenshtein distance

Improved distance measures
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close to one another in the periphery are the same, with

a few notable exceptions. The difference with the

Jaccard plot can be seen when looking specifically at

the Greek and Latin witnesses mentioned before that

we already know are quite close both in their contents

and in the sequence of the sayings. They are now placed

more or less on a line in the middle of the graph.

However, they are so close to one another that it is still

not possible to see any further differences in between

them, except for a few collections. First of all, again, the

Greek manuscript Vat_gr_2592 stands out, both con-

cerning the alphabetical collection (Part A) and the

anonymous collection (Part B). They are not contained

in the main cluster now either. Moreover, the Greek

collection Par_Coisl_127_A is further away from the

other Greek and Latin collections, but on the other

hand, it is close in the sequence of its sayings with

some collections in Slavonic and Arabic.

This method accordingly gives a good deal of inter-

esting information that makes it possible to investigate

the relations further. Even so, there is room for im-

provement. In the remainder of this section, we de-

velop one proposal for a stemmatology-specific edit

distance measure, with special attention on the nature

of the manuscripts containing the Apophthegmata

Patrum collections.

8 A Proposal for a Customized
Distance Solution: The FCM
Levenshtein Distance Method

In the manuscripts containing the collections of

sayings an omission of a set of sayings that would

fit a folio page is fairly common. Such an omission

does not reflect a ‘true’ difference either, since it

may simply be the result of the loss of a folio page

in the manuscript or in its model manuscripts.

However, in the next manuscript generation, this

omission of a full sequence could have been incor-

porated in the copying process: in this way, such

omissions can in fact signal relations between

manuscript witnesses, even entire families of wit-

nesses (Göransson, 2019). The absolute location of

matching content within each manuscript is cer-

tainly an important factor to consider when analyz-

ing the relations, but the effect of the lacunes should

therefore also be considered in the process. Lacunes,

that is, unintentional or accidental omissions, can

appear anywhere in manuscripts: in the beginning,

middle, or at the end of a manuscript. Sometimes

the lacune is large; at other times, it only consists of

a folio or two in a manuscript that has been torn out

at a later stage. Since the sets of sayings in some

collections, in particular the systematically organ-

ized ones, is fairly stable, is it often possible to state

exactly the sayings that have disappeared. In these

instances, they can be added to the data sets, so as to

eliminate that type of data disturbance (Göransson,

2019). However, the approach has to be carefully

considered, since the omissions caused by lacunes

sometimes could have had an impact on the text

transmission as well, as mentioned above; we have

seen this happen sometimes. Therefore, whenever

different methods are tested, it should be remem-

bered that manuscripts that have not been affected

by lacunes, or parts of manuscripts that have not

been affected, could be compared on the one hand,

and the full datasets, including the possible data

disturbance, on the other, so as to be able to com-

pare the results and see if it makes a difference or

not.7 In this pilot study, however, a more refined

analysis distinguishing between the types of lacunes

has not been made.

Here we propose a novel edit distance measure

designed specifically for use with datasets like the

Apophthegmata Patrum data and with particular at-

tention to the lacunes. Our measure is a variant of the

Levenshtein edit distance, in that insertion and sub-

stitution of individual text segments in a manuscript

are permitted and count as a single operation (we

used Levenshtein and not Damerau–Levenshtein dis-

tance as a starting point because an investigation of

our data suggested that the transposition of two ad-

jacent segments is a very rare occurrence). However,

the particulars of the deletion operation have been

considerably altered. We refer to this measure as the

Fixed Content Miscellanies Levenshtein distance, or

FCM-Levenshtein distance.

The omission of an entire leaf’s worth of sayings

during the copying process, or the loss of a whole leaf

due to physical damage to the manuscript, are not

uncommon events and as such they should not

make a heavy contribution to the distance between

two manuscripts. However, the Levenshtein distance
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models such changes as a large number of independ-

ent deletions of individual sayings, and as such they do

contribute considerable distance. Therefore, the first

change is that we permit the deletion of up to ten

consecutive text segments in the collection, that is,

segments of sayings, in a manuscript as a single oper-

ation. This number has been chosen since the length of

the text segments that constitutes the sayings is rather

stable in the collections of sayings, regardless of lan-

guage. Even if some sayings are very long and others

only contain one row, normally the sayings are similar

in size. Given the large number of text segments in the

material studied, an estimation of the average length

of a text segment in the database is a help when cal-

culating the number of text segments that would have

been lost in case a full folio page was omitted. The

number ten has been calculated based on a sample

study of average count of words on a folio page, that

is, one leaf with front and back side (see further

below). An estimation of the average number of text

segments in one folio page extant in this manuscript

material was made of a smaller part of the material in a

few Latin, Greek, and Arabic manuscripts. From this

investigation, we concluded that ten consecutive seg-

ments missing is a normal number for a missing folio

page. This allows the distance measure to better reflect

the physical embodiment of the manuscripts.

Furthermore, based on the pilot investigation under-

taken, we can conclude that the text density in manu-

scripts written in different languages is not very

different; therefore, it is possible to make this type of

rough estimation.

In the following, a more detailed explanation is

given of how the average number of text segments

based on an average word length on a folio page was

made. The assumption that the number of words on a

folio page is not so different regardless of language and

date of the manuscript was based on the fact that the

number of lines in a manuscript is normally fixed be-

cause of the fact that the lines of the parchment quires

were first ruled before writing started. This means that

all the folio pages in the same quire had the same

ruling. Since the markings of ruling were made quire

by quire and the quires were prepared in the same way,

a typical medieval manuscript has a fixed set of lines

on each manuscript page; this only varies with a cou-

ple of lines between the quires. This fact makes it safer

to assume that an average of number of words on a

folio page is similar in the entire manuscript.

Moreover, even if the number of lines in medieval

manuscripts vary to some extent, the average number

of words on a folio page can be checked in manu-

scripts in different languages, written during different

centuries. If the average of words on a folio page is

similar, it is then possible to estimate the amount of

text loss when a folio page has been omitted for dif-

ferent reasons, regardless of language or date of the

manuscript.

For the purpose of this study, a comparison of

words per folio page was made as an average of a

number of words in ten full folio pages in selected

manuscripts in four languages relevant in the present

study.8 If a folio page in the selected sequence includes

extensive blank space it was not counted. We selected

manuscripts that have been transcribed and the text

inserted into the database, which facilitates the word

count. Three manuscripts each in Slavonic, Latin, and

Greek, and two in Arabic (only two have been tran-

scribed so far) were included.9 The manuscripts are

dated from the 7th century up to the 16th century. The

average word count is given in Appendix C. The

results reveal that there are no visible differences in

words per folio page, or text density, depending on the

language, nor depending on the date of the manu-

script. Instead, there are individual differences be-

tween manuscripts in the same language. A couple

of manuscripts have lower average of words per folio

(henceforth wpf) page compared with the rest of the

chosen manuscripts (one in Greek: 255 wpf, another

in Latin: 225 wpf). The remaining manuscripts have

an average of 300–400 wpf. The overall average wpf

including all the manuscripts is 351; in the individual

languages 332 in Greek, 342 in Latin, 396 in Slavonic,

325 in Arabic.

The average word count per folio page is thus

the basis for a calculation of average number of text

segments on a folio page. The calculation of aver-

age number of text segments was based on the aver-

age number of words in each text segment

calculated from the extensive chapter IV of the

Improved distance measures
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so-called Pelagius and John collection, that is, a

systematic collection in the Latin manuscript

Brux_BR_9850-52, with a general word count of

385 per folio page. This chapter contains eighty-

eight text segments in this manuscript. The div-

ision of total number of words in all the folio pages

included in the word count (nineteen full folio

pages) by eighty-eight text segments gave the num-

ber 39.4 words per average text segment. Three

hundred and eighty-five words per average folio

page in this manuscript divided by 39.4 words

per text segment gives 9.8 text segments per folio

page as an average. Hence, the average number of

text segments of a folio page was concluded to be

ten.

Before making more nuanced analyses using this

method for other material, the same procedure as

described above is needed for the material selected

for analysis. Calculations should be made to fix the

average number of text segments based on the average

number of words per folio page that would be a rep-

resentative number in a missing folio page in the spe-

cific case.

The second change implemented with the FCM-

Levenshtein distance method is that we assign a

lower weight to deletion operations if the entire se-

quence of consecutive sayings being deleted lies en-

tirely within the first 10% of the manuscript

sequence or the final 10% of the manuscript se-

quence. Again, this brings the distance measure

into closer agreement with physical reality for this

particular material. As can be seen in the online

platform Monastica, presenting the structures of

the manuscripts, sometimes there are rather large

lacunes in the beginning of the manuscripts; also

towards the end of the manuscripts this is often

the case. Damage or loss of folio pages or entire

quires at the beginning and end of the manuscript

is more probable than to several folios in the middle

of the manuscript, which are shielded by the outer-

most pages. We have estimated that an average

would count for 10%. Thus, we make ‘outer 10%

deletions’ carry half the weight of ‘inner 80% dele-

tions’. While these modifications were inferred con-

sidering the AP material specifically, we believe that

the same method could be applied to many similar

genres, since the codicological history of many

manuscripts is no different from the ones discussed

in this article. However, the character of the manu-

scripts should first carefully be evaluated; the

percentage of the sequences that should be

assigned lower weight according to this kind of

lacunes is probably different in different types

of source material.

Interestingly enough, the collections in the graph

produced through this customized Levenshtein

method (Fig. 4A) do not agglomerate in one, main

cluster. Instead, the distribution of the different col-

lections compared is more diffuse. This might indicate

that the previous clusters are more based on accidental

features. Even though the collections that are most

peripheral in the graphs (Figs 1A, 2A, and 3A) are still

distributed at the more peripheral places, thanks to

the modifications inferred to the method, we can

now see distinctions, e.g. in between the Greek and

Latin collections more clearly. Three Greek collections

that share quite a few textual variants, Athens_500_A,

Athos_Prot_86_A, and Par_gr_914_A, are close to

one another in this graph. However, also Par_gr_24

74_A, is close to the latter. The results displayed in the

graph are similar to the recent conclusions drawn

from studies of textual variation, identifying the

Greek Athens_500_A, Athos_Prot_86_A, and Par_

gr_914_A in one group of witnesses (see Dahlman

et al., forthcoming). However, the Latin witnesses,

which according to another forthcoming study

based on textual variation seem to belong to at least

two main branches (Göransson, forthcoming), are

distributed less clearly in the graph. Two witnesses

that belong to the second main group, according to

this study, are marked with arrows; the other Latin

witnesses in the graph all belong to the first main

group (for the labels, see Fig. 4B in Appendix B).

Furthermore, a Greek collection, Par_Coisl_282,

seems to be close to a group of Slavonic collections:

Mosc_Gim_Cudov_318A_C, StPeterb_BAN_Belokr_

2_D, Mosc_GIM_Sin_3_C, and StPeterb_RNB_Po

g_267_A; the relationship between the two latter manu-

scripts has been pointed out by Åkerman Sarkisian

(2020). Another Greek collection, Par_Coisl_127_A,
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is close to the Arabic Mil_Ambr_L120sup_A.

Interestingly, it could also be noted that several collec-

tions witnessed as parts of Slavonic manuscripts group

around the same Greek collection. These Slavonic col-

lections are Beog_NBS_Dec_93_B and D, Beog_M

SPC_Krka_4_A, Mosc_Gim_Uvar_483_A and C.

Another Greek collection close to them is

Mil_Ambr_C30inf_A.

It thus seems, as if the last of the four models we

have discussed here is the one that gives us the

most nuanced picture of the relations between

the collections compared. Through this graph, we

can see relations that have not been identified

hitherto, and it will be possible to explore the rela-

tions further based on this result. At the same time,

however, the results produced in all three previous

models are also relevant.

9 Conclusion

The text traditions in manuscripts containing

‘mixed-content miscellanies’, and in this case

‘fixed-content miscellanies’, are complex in that

they are heterogeneous and fluid. In this article,

different methods for exploring the text traditions

Fig. 4A. Visualization of selected collections in manuscripts using FCM-Levenshtein method

Improved distance measures
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based on quantitative data have been explored.

Instead of focusing only on the texts themselves,

scholars can take aspects concerning the selection

of material and the organization of it into account

when it comes to these fixed-content miscellanies,

which constitute a substantial part of the legacy we

have in medieval manuscripts, regardless of lan-

guage. Analyses based on quantitative methods,

and in particular on distance measurements of

the sequences of the texts in collections and

anthologies, can reveal relations that cannot be

detected by manual analysis. Indications that are

found can then be further investigated, contextual-

ized, and checked against qualitative and quanti-

tative analysis of the textual variation in between

the identified correlating collections in manu-

scripts and groups of manuscripts.

In this study, the same material containing sets

of data in the individual collections in the selected

manuscripts representing the collections of sayings

in Greek, Latin, Slavonic, Arabic, Coptic, Syriac,

and Old Norse languages have been compared by

using four different distance measures. The results

tell us that it is indeed rewarding to use different

methods to compare data, not the least in order to

see which type of method is best suited to promot-

ing research on a huge and quite complex set of

material such as the collections of the sayings of the

desert fathers and mothers represent. Since the

methods first investigated, the Jaccard,

Birnbaum, and Levenshtein distance measuring

methods, did not seem to present graphs that

were nuanced enough to get a richer picture of

the relations between the collections, a modifica-

tion of the Levenshtein method has been proposed

in the present article. By analyzing the results from

the four methods taken together, relations between

the thematically organized and the ‘mixed’

collections have been made clearer than before.

The clusters that are visible in the graphs are rather

consistent in the four different methods; they

distribute differently, but the most peripheral

ones remain the same when analyzed using the

four different methods, thus confirming that they

are all relevant. Groups of collections witnessed in

the parts of the manuscripts that are close to one

another in all the three methods measuring

sequences of sayings have been identified: they

also include collections in different languages.

Furthermore, the results help in corroborating

studies of the actual texts in the sayings, and the

textual variation in them across the collections wit-

nessed in manuscripts, which is an important fac-

tor to consider when studying the development of

these text traditions. Through the analyses, rela-

tions between collections that have previously

been suggested based only on text variants could

be confirmed. We also saw how the Greek collec-

tion Vat_gr_2592_A, which is believed to represent

an early type of alphabetic collection, indeed

relates to the collections organized systematically,

thus both confirming its importance and giving a

more nuanced image of the relations. The distri-

bution of the Arabic collections in relation to the

collections in other languages also revealed rela-

tions that have not previously been known.

We believe that the methods presented in this

article concerning collections of ‘fixed-content

miscellanies’ can be useful for studies of texts simi-

lar to the present one, that is, text collections that

can be characterized as ‘mixed-content miscella-

nies’ as defined by David J. Birnbaum. The modi-

fication of the Levenshtein method proposed here,

the Fixed-Content-Miscellanies Levenshtein

method (or ‘FCM-Levenshtein method’), incorpo-

rates expert, real-world knowledge of the domain

of study in a flexible way, which can also be

adapted to other mixed-content miscellanies-type

systems. All code is published in the accompanying

python package seqsim (Tresoldi et al., 2021).
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Appendix A

Table of collections used in the study

Manuscriptid_part Language Type Source

Athens_500_A Greek S Manuscript

Athos_Prot_86_A Greek S Manuscript

Beog_MSPC_Krka_4_A Slavonic S Manuscript

Beog_MSPC_Krka_4_E Slavonic S Manuscript

Beog_MSPC_Krka_4_G Slavonic S Manuscript

Beog_NBS_Dec_93_A Slavonic S Manuscript

Beog_NBS_Dec_93_B Slavonic S Manuscript

Beog_NBS_Dec_93_D Slavonic S Manuscript

Brux_BR_8216-18_C Latin S Manuscript

Brux_BR_9850-52_A Latin S Manuscript

Cologn_DB_165_A Latin S Manuscript

Dayr_alAbyad_MONB-EG Coptic S Manuscript

HML-Klemming Old Norse M Edition

HMS-Unger Old Norse M Edition

Lond_Add_12173_E Syriac M Manuscript

Lond_Add_14626_B Syriac M Manuscript

Lond_Add_17176_B Syriac M Manuscript

Mil_Ambr_C30inf_A Greek S Manuscript

Mil_Ambr_L120sup_A Arabic M Manuscript

Mil_Ambr_L120sup_B Arabic M Manuscript

Mosc_GIM_Cudov_318A_C Slavonic S Manuscript

Mosc_GIM_Sin_3_C Slavonic S Manuscript

Mosc_GIM_Uvar_483_A Slavonic S Manuscript

Mosc_GIM_Uvar_483_C Slavonic S Manuscript

Mosc_RGB_F304_703_A Slavonic S Manuscript

Mosc_RGB_F304_703_C Slavonic S Manuscript

Mun_SB_Clm_18093 Latin S Manuscript

Par_ar_276_B Arabic M Manuscript

Par_Coisl_127_A Greek S Manuscript

Par_Coisl_282 Greek S Manuscript

Par_gr_2474_A Greek S Manuscript

Par_gr_914_A Greek S Manuscript

Par_lat_13756_A Latin S Manuscript

Par_lat_5387_A Latin S Manuscript

Sin_syr_46 Syriac M Manuscript

Sofia_NBKM_673 Slavonic S Manuscript

StPeterb_BAN_Belokr_2_B Slavonic S Manuscript

StPeterb_BAN_Belokr_2_D Slavonic S Manuscript

StPeterb_BAN_Belokr_2_F Slavonic S Manuscript

StPeterb_BAN_Belokr_2_I Slavonic S Manuscript

StPeterb_RNB_KB_20-1259_C Slavonic S Manuscript

StPeterb_RNB_KB_20-1259_E Slavonic S Manuscript

StPeterb_RNB_Pog_267_A Slavonic S Manuscript

Strasb_4225_A Arabic M Manuscript

Vat_gr_2592_A Greek A Manuscript

Vat_gr_2592_B Greek N Manuscript

Vat_lat_600_F Latin S Manuscript

Wien_ONB_Slav_152_A Slavonic S Manuscript

Type: A ¼ Alphabetical, M ¼Mixed, N ¼ Anonymous, S ¼ Systematical.

Improved distance measures
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Appendix B

Fig. 1B Jaccard labeled
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Fig. 2B Birnbaum labeled

Improved distance measures
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Fig. 3B Normalized Levenshtein labeled
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Fig. 4B FCM-Levenshtein labeled

Improved distance measures
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Appendix C

Word count per folio page in selected manuscripts
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Notes
1 The modified Levenshtein model has been developed

by Luke Maurits and Michael Dunn. The code and the

library including the underlying data for this article

have been published by Tiago Tresoldi, Luke Maurits,

and Michael Dunn in ‘seqsim, a library for computing

measures of distance and similarity for sequences of

hashable data types’. Version 0.3.2. Uppsala: Uppsala

universitet, 2021, available at: https://github.com/evo

text/seqsim. The data from analyses of the contents in

different manuscripts have been provided by Samuel

Rubenson, Britt Dahlman, Karine Åkerman Sarkisian,

and Elisabet Göransson. The manuscript data are part

of a relational MySQL database (the Apopththegmata

Patrum DataBase (APDB)) developed by Kenneth

Berg. The database output is available on a web-

based research platform, Monastica—a dynamic li-

brary and research tool, https://monastica.ht.lu.se/,

with a new improved educational site at https://edu.

monastica.ht.lu.se/. The construction of APDB and

Monastica has been part of projects led by Samuel

Rubenson.

2 For the sake of simplicity and for the purposes of this

article, we will use the term Slavonic without taking any

stance on either periodization of linguistic evolution or

the differentiation of redactions, referring to this

Byzantine legacy transmission to the Slavic lands.

3 Note that Jaccard distance, 1–I/U, is derived in just the man-

ner we described earlier from a similarity measure, the

Jaccard index I/U, which has a maximum possible value 1.
4 Two collections in single-manuscript-based editions

have been included as well; see Appendix A for a full table

including metadata on language, source type, and

collection for the selected collections. In the Monastica

platform available online at https://edu.monastica.ht.lu.

se/ the collections are normally marked as “Parts”

(usually labeled “A”, “B”, “C”, and so on) in the

hierarchical structure of a source.

5 Cf. the list of types of collections in Appendix A, and a

detailed graph with labels of all the manuscripts in each

graph given in Appendix B.
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6 Labeled versions of all the figures are to be found in

Appendix B (Figs 1B, 2B, 3B, and 4B).

7 In the database APDB/Monastica, scholars mark the dif-

ferent types of omissions with specific tags in order to

facilitate such refined analyses. There, “Lacuna” (L)

stands for a physical loss, and “Missing” (M) stands for

a loss of sayings depending on scribal mistakes or be-

cause of a lacuna in the Vorlage. In the manuscript

Par_gr_2474, for example, there is both a Lacuna in

the beginning of the manuscript, and a section marked

Missing for the chapters VIII to half of XV (thus not due

to a physical loss).

8 An exception was one of the Greek manuscripts,

Lund_UB_54, which is fragmentary; in this case, only

four full folio pages could be counted.

9 See Appendix C for a detailed list of manuscript labels,

dating, and individual and average word count per folio

page.
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